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What are STI priorities

in the AI domain?

What are you missing to

have a 100% coverage? 

(reformulation of the

question; more

explanation; other)

1 2

Must  be known

Nice to have

It is not useful

Intelcomp AI consultation workshop

https://intelcomp.eu/

 

A Competitive Intelligence Cloud/High Performance Computing

Platform for Artificial Intelligence-based Science, Technology and

Innovation Policy Making.

AGENDA SETTING
Use the commands control + c and

then control + v to get more letters if

they are needed.

Identify

Needs of

stakeholders

Related to

citizens, AI,

decision

taken

Tourism,

industries

Availability

of national

data to train

AI systems

National

context in Italy

Set up law/

guidelines

Enterprises

needs

(mainly

energy)

Data sharing,

data services,

data

aggregation

Entrepreneurial

activity

Where should resources be invested

(individual companies, sectors, value

chains) to support the national

innovation system to successfully

undertake R&D and compete

internationally?

Knowledge

creation

In which fields is new knowledge

coming up?

Knowledge

diffusion

through

networks

Does the diffusion function work well in

the country?

Guidance
Which are the current societal priorities

expecting research to provide results?

Resources

mobilization

What are the resources needed and

how can they be obtained?
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Market

formation

What are the appropriate tools to form

new markets?

Are companies adapting to technological transformation trends

in their respective sectors? How do they compare with major

(international) competitors?

Which companies emerge with specific disruptive technologies

and functional applications, and agents developing and using

those AI technologies?

Are companies emerging with specific disruptive technologies

scaling up?

Are scale ups leaving the country/region/city?

Does the country/region/city attract entrepreneurial talent?

In which R&D fields is the highest share of all company R&D

investments?

In which R&D fields is the country/region/city improving its

revealed comparative advantage?

Which are the emerging interdisciplinary fields globally?

Which are the research teams/ thought leaders in the country

undertaking research in these fields?

Which are the research teams in the country that might be

successful if guided towards these research areas?

Which knowledge diffusion channels work best in good

practices per discipline at national level?

Which diffusion channels work best per discipline

internationally?

Are there specific national/macroregional societal challenges?

Which financial resources were most effectively used in the

previous cycle (evidence from the evaluation part of the cycle)?

What is the size of resources needed to become competitive in

each emerging technology?

What type of resources can be mobilised outside the national

public funding (EU, foundations)?

For which technologies are companies successfully attracting

private funding?

Is there a gap between supply and demand?

What is the content of policy papers for new markets for

emerging technologies?
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Which networks e.g., clusters, hubs, intermediaries operate

nationally per discipline?
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Regulation at the

sectoral level is an

important

determinant of R&D

activities

Popularisaion of AI and

lack  of definition is

causing the

convergence problems.

For intelcomp it is thus

important to be very

clear on the definition

of AI
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apply basic

and applied

research

distinction

patenting

limitations

in software

On Diffusion it is not a channel

that matters but the results of

what has been done within a

team. A discipline is not the

development of an application

provided or transferred to an

enterprise, but it depends on

what someone is providing. It

is preferable using the term

ecosystem instead of

discipline.

Ø�The first 4 levels are the

theoretical part where someone can

create an algorithm and interface as

a demo on PC, then levels 5 and 6

where the research centers and

universities don't have the capability

to intervene as they need engineers

who can be dedicated to get it

addressed, level that they can

redeploy and make sure it runs. At

the last levels 7, 8 and 9 need to

worry about regulations, business

model, adoption and sustainability.

as funding

authority

the TRL is

very useful

importance of

multidisciplinary

teams to arrive

to TRL 7 snd

above

identifications of

the participants

in funded

projects to find

companies

Ø�The procedure from research

within the innovation cycle at a

very basic level until the product,

needs a range from researchers

and scientists. Even if it is

important to work in

interdisciplinary teams, it is

crucial to distinguish researchers

and engineers as they are

different type of people and they

have different skills.

Ø�As for research centers is difficult to

reach level 9 that’s why they contact

companies which can convert a pilot into

a product and have the experience of

launching a product. This co-creation

and work start when they are at TRL 4

because otherwise firstly they will not

meet their requirements and secondly

they will not be industrialized so easily

and they may have to reassign some

parts of the algorithms or the

requirements. When research centers

reach level 7, the company takes over to

commercialize the product and reach

TRL 8 and 9

Ø�As for the market creation is a

huge hurdle that’s why a company

often take care of it. When it comes

to selling the product, there is a

sequence of considerations about

the need that has to be satisfied

and if there is an AI solution to

serve, the company has to find

someone willing to pay for this

product, it has to be a need that is

sustained and sales will continue.

benchmarking

tools

identifications of a

market;

identification of

needs; identification

of who would pay

for it ; need that is

sustained

Creation of

legitimacy/counteract

resistance to change

Is there a gap between supply and demand?

Is there sufficient tech talent demand?

Is there sufficient tech talent supply?

What is the opinion of stakeholders on

new technologies?

What is the public opinion on specific topics (old and new

ones)?

What is the role of the press?

Is resistance expected? Where? Why? How?
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The problem in AI is

how to acount for the

the convergence

between AI and other

technologies
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Ø�TRL are absolutely necessary

for the funding authorities. Such

authorities have to associate the

level of TRL with the funding

sources and it’s important for them

to know where the funds will come

from in order to define specific

approaches. It's also important for

them the type of research. In order

to reach level 7 a multidisciplinary

team is needed for applying for

funding.
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Innovation System

Functions

SUMMARY
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Skills (Research,

deployment)/

(Basic) Education

and Training of

young

generation

Research in

the area of

Skills and

capabilities

Research and

Tech transfer/

SME support/

DIH (Know-

How) 

Human

Resources

Infrastructures

Bring together

possibilities

and priorities

though testing

Comparison

of

innovation

systems

Links

between

Project and

Patents

(mapping)

Multilingual

aspects are

important for

search

engine

Training for

Public

Administration

(procurement)

Natural

Resources

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

Add/

comment

You may provide/

update your views

especially for

sections that were

not discussed

during the

workshop

The participants also gave a general perspective of what happens in their countries.

For instance:

· in Spain a national strategy for AI has been published which involves several

aspects such as policy development tools and the needs of building a new excellent

network of both Universities and R&D centers working on AI,

· in Saragossa working more in industry and tourism sector 

· in Basque country they have their own strategy and develop a new center for AI

which main objective is to create collaborative projects from several ecosystems led

by enterprises,

· in Italy AI is crosscutting across strategies in different domains 

· in Greece the strategy on AI has been drafted and will be under public consultation

soon,

· in Portugal they are working on digital transformation and transition strategy for

2030 which includes AI, machine learning, data spaces, data sharing. Main objective

is to provide the information and the intelligence to the enterprises, the government,

the decision makers so they can in real time provide information to develop politics,

solutions etc.

• AI Skills (research and technical skills), education

and respective training 

• AI Research (including capabilities)

• Research and technology transfer in AI (including

enterprise needs such as SME support/ via DIH etc.)

• Links between projects and patents (mapping)

• Comparison of innovation systems (including

national contexts for setting up laws/ guidelines)

• Resources (Human Resources, natural resources)

• Infrastructures

• AI Relation to Citizens

• AI relation to decision-making

• Availability of national data to train AI systems

• Data sharing, data services and data aggregation

• Testing in AI (to match priorities with opportunities)

• Multi-lingual aspects (e.g. search engine tools)

• Platform (technical) training for Public Administration

(for procurement needs)

•    Data collection that would help them also be

informed about AI

•    Laws or guidelines set up in order to use AI in the

STI context

•    Data spaces promotion in order to foster industry

as well as developing green algorithms especially

devoted to energy 

•    Services that administrations offer to citizens,

specifically in thematic analysis, taking information

from open data

•    Knowledge transfer

•    Technology uptake

•    Business development

•    Dealing with data spaces 

•    Data sharing

•    Apps and requests handling

•    Interoperability

STI priorities and Agenda Setting Needs- summary

STI priorities and Agenda Setting Needs-  raw inputs


